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About us

Our firm provides 70 years of experience and strength in the legal field backed by a complete knowledge of the business environment and an extensive practice in a great variety of both domestic and international matters.

We offer comprehensive services in more than 35 practice areas of law related to business activities and industries, representing individuals and organizations with influence in the private, public and non-governmental sectors.

We provide a vast range of creative solutions to complex transactions while preventing conflicts and future contingencies. More than 1,000 active clients permanently rely on us to face business challenges. Some of them have been with us for over 60 years, as a result of our continuous development and expertise to cover practically all sectors of the economy.

Our partners have an extensive professional background and between 15 and 45 years of experience within Santamaria y Steta. A significant number of our lawyers have complemented their education at international law firms and universities abroad.

We have developed strong alliances with top law firms in more than 60 countries and we are the exclusive Mexican member of strategic international organizations to offer our clients a solid network without borders.

For further information about Santamaria y Steta, S.C. please contact Vicente Grau in Mexico City, Heriberto Garza in Monterrey or José Ramón Ayala in Queretaro.